
 
 

From Lumendo to Odne 

Dübendorf, November 9, 2023 – Lumendo AG is thrilled to announce a pivotal change in our company's 
iden�ty. Effec�ve immediately, we have officially transi�oned to Odne AG. 

This change coincides with our imminent entry into the US market, signifying a strategic shi� in our vision. 
Odne AG, formerly Lumendo AG, is poised to redefine endodon�c treatments, turning ENDO into ODNE  

Odne’s CEO, Andreas Schmocker, shared his insights, sta�ng: "The brand 'Odne' perfectly encapsulates our 
unwavering commitment to excellence and innova�on in the field of endodon�cs. It's a unique name, 
previously unused in the dental industry." 

Simultaneously, we have relocated our registered office to Dübendorf, Switzerland, where our dedicated 
team focuses on research and development as well as opera�onal excellence. Our new address is: 

Odne AG 
Ringstrasse 14 
8600 Dübendorf 
Switzerland 
 
Visit our updated website www.Odne.co to explore our transformed iden�ty. 
 
About Odne: Odne AG, formerly known as Lumendo AG, has its roots in a groundbreaking collabora�on 
between two renowned Swiss ins�tu�ons: The Swiss Federal Ins�tutes of Technology in Lausanne and 
Zürich (EPFL & ETH Zürich). Founded in 2018, our journey began by licensing cu�ng-edge technology assets 
from these esteemed ins�tutes.  
Odne AG represents a harmonious synergy of Swiss precision and academic excellence. Our company is 
commited to pioneering the future of endodon�cs through advanced technology and innova�ve solu�ons. 
Endodon�cs, the field of dental medicine that deals with root canal treatments, has been marred by 
complexity and unpredictability. Odne AG is on a mission to change that. 
Root canal treatments have long posed challenges for den�sts, with tradi�onally low success rates ranging 
from 46% to 91%. With over 60 million annual treatments worldwide, these failures result in significant 
healthcare costs. 
Odne's technology pla�orm addresses these issues by offering treatment op�ons for both den�sts and 
their pa�ents. Our products, slated for launch in 2024, tackle problems such as the obtura�on in complex 
morphologies. 
 
Disclaimer: Odne's endodon�c obtura�on material, OdneFill, is cleared for use in the U.S.A only. All other 
Odne devices are currently in development and have not received clinical approval in any jurisdic�on. 
 

For further information contact:  

http://www.odne.co/
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